Access Control

Get compliant and stay compliant
Access Control is designed with a focus on simplicity rather than complexity to support the
specific needs of companies running SAP who have the ambition of moving from today’s manuallyhandled control environment to an automated one. Access Control is a preventive SAP integrated solution
focusing on core risk management processes and functions.
Risk management challenges in
today’s companies
The challenges faced by those responsible for risk management can be boiled down to three compelling factors, internal/external demand for increased control, level of control
vs cost and selection of a tool that supports the company’s
need and risk maturity level. More specific challenges include:
 Increasing external/internal focus on risk management.
 Due to its complexity, manual risk control is time

consuming, difficult to control and an expensive
to maintain.
 Management is often frustrated about findings since
mitigating control is difficult, expensive and due to the
need to justify why you are not in control.
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 Risk maturity level is still very low in many

small- to medium-sized companies.
 Compliance tools for enterprise companies do not cover all companies’ needs since the general maintenance of the tool is complex and expensive.
 Most compliance tools require a mature compliance
organization/governance structure which keeps them
tied to the manual or no control process.
If your organization is handling its risk management as a
manual process, then you are faced with the challenge that
the requirement for a more organized and documented
control environment will only increase. The complexity in
today’s SAP environments is that a manual process is not
only time consuming, it is also a weak process.

To face these challenges, organizations need a tool to
administer segregation of duties. This is to ensure that the
authorization role development and user provisioning are
proactive and preventive to enable a structured decision
when the role is being built and when users are being
provisioned.
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In practice, only spot checks are performed and risk
management is almost never done preventively. Therefore,
the risk coverage is incomplete and the control process is
reactive.
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Risk management by
Access Control
Access Control is a preventive SAP integrated
solution focusing on the core risk management processes
and functions. The solution covers risk management processes such as risk definition, preventive risk alert on role
assignment changes and risk reporting. The solution is designed to be flexible both in terms of working
with the rule-set, the company’s risk maturity level, risk
management approach and processes.
Risk maturity level
Access Control supports companies at their starting point
in introducing risk management as well as companies with
a higher maturity level. Therefore, we have introduced
a four-level risk management model that begins with a
simple option of defining critical roles and transactions as a
means to get started with controlling critical system access.
As your maturity increases, you might leave behind the
first levels and start building a segregation of duties
matrix at the role level. Many companies already have
this specified today, but often only in tools like Microsoft
(MS) Excel, leading to manual, reactive control. The final
level is a full-risk management approach including risk
definition at the transaction code, object and field value level. Although the solution was designed with small-to-medium-sized companies in mind, there are no limitations
preventing even larger enterprise companies from using
Access Control.
The level at which you start and the journey taken with
risk management is a question of your organization’s
maturity level, requirements and budget.
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Role and user risk management
Access Control supports user provisioning through SAP
SU01, SU10 and role management through PFCG with a
preventive alert when introducing already defined risks.
The individual custom-defined risk messages makes it easy
for the role and user management team to take the necessary action to process the introduced risk correctly, whether
it is about user provisioning or role management. To advance the process of handling the individual risk introduced,
the system supports definition of a risk approver, a mitigation description and a selectable system reaction. The system reaction is designed to be flexible, supports different
reactions ranging from no action to a hard-stop of role assignment or role changes, including the option of requiring
approval documentation prior to assigning a role.
Rule-set management
Handling the rule-set in daily operation and data
validation is critical for the risk management process. To accommodate the need to implement or maintain the rule-set,
Access Control provides a clear overview of risk definitions.
An upload function allows you to upload pre-existing rule-sets maintained in MS Excel using provided templates
and a validation log will highlight any problems with the
data before saving them in the system. The rule-set has an
audit log including a search function to speed up a change
document inquiry.

Reporting and dashboards
To document and report on the present risk level, Access Control can generate detailed reports of access risks in MS Excel. The report selection screen offers multiple selection criteria to precisely define the report
output. Further, reports can be delivered in a summarized
management version. To give a more visual reporting
option Access Control has a Risk Dashboard. The Risk
Dashboard provides a graphical overview of information
such as total number of users with violations, number of
risks per groups, top 20 users by number of risks and more.

Access Control and Rule-set
There are many definitions and approaches to define the
right rule-set. To design the right rule-set that supports a
company’s risk management situation includes identifying
and understanding company risks in a prioritized order.
Additionally, you need to take into account the maturity of
the organization and to implement a risk management process covering SAP.
Therefore, we have a more pragmatic and flexible
approach concerning the rule-set offered with Access
Control. With the Access Control we deliver a simple
rule-set well suited for companies that need a good
baseline to get started without needing to navigate in a
large and complex rule-set designed for larger enterprises.
If your company already has a defined rule-set developed
internally or by your external auditor, we’ve made it simple
to upload this to Access Control as a one-time upload. This
approach means that you do not need extensive training
or be a technical authorization consultant to read and understand the rule-set and the results of a potential conflict.
We are best in class when it comes to building
segregation of duties engines for small-and-medium-sized
companies, but when it comes to the risk definitions, we
take a more openminded approach. Therefore, we can also
provide you with a rule-set defined by one of the Big Four
audit firms supporting more specific standards if needed.
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Access Control rule engine
supports most approaches
Access Control will adapt
to your maturity level
We have carefully selected the functionality most
important for small-to-medium-sized companies. This
means that we deliberately left out certain secondary
functionality, which can only potentially be useful at
the enterprise level by companies with a very high maturity in the compliance area. If a company attempts to
implement compliance processes at a higher maturity level
than its ready to support, then that implementation will
most likely fail. Fostering maturity in the organization is the
critical goal, and selecting the right tool for support on the
path to achieve that goal is a key to success.
To support adoption of risk management, we have
focused on both the ease of implementing and operating
Access Control. Your organization will not be impacted by
a complicated implementation or by difficult operations,
and you will not require an Access Control developer to
support the implementation. Access Control comes as
a predefined system with best practice processes. The
fast installation and adoption approach allows you to
implement risk management in phases and at a
suitable pace.

Developed for the needs of the middle market
Why does the SAP world need a new tool supporting
segregation of duties when companies already have
more than a dozen segregation of duties tools to choose
between? We have asked this question since we
introduced our first compliance solution in 2007. What
made us believe that there was room for an alternative
to the existing tools on the market was a growing interest from our customers in addressing the increasing
regulations from internal and external auditors.
This led to an investigation of small-and-medium-sized
companies’ deployment of technology to manage the increasing need for risk management in their complex SAP
environments. We identified a concern for the cost related
to procurement, implementation and operation of a tool
to optimize and automate risk management. Furthermore, these companies are apprehensive enough about their
maturity to incorporate an automated control environment
without stumbling in the process.
With those considerations in mind, we proceeded with
designing and building the Access Control solution. The solution is designed with a focus on simplicity rather than complexity to support the specific need of
small-to-mediumsized companies (companies with less
than 4,000 SAP end-users) with the objective of moving
from today’s manuallyhandled control environment to
an automated one.
This does not mean that a larger company with an
end-user base more than 4,000 cannot use the Access Control.
If your company is focused on introducing the basic risk management functionality but concerned if the complexity introduced will hollow out the value gained,then Access Control
solution might be a good fit for a larger enterprise company.
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Access Control is built on the proven SAP certified
ComplianceNow platform that supports more than
a 100 global SAP customers today. Benefits include:
 Preventive and integrated SAP Risk






Management solution
Supports your company´s risk maturity level
Multiple approaches for individual rule-set integration
Easy to adapt with predefined best practice processes
Fast implementation, low complexity and low TCO
Integrated management dashboard overview

Compliance Suite for SAP systems
ComplianceNow is a toolbox of products for optimizing and streamlining SAP compliance processes.
ComplianceNow consists of five key modules which
support authorization testing, user and license
management, SAP Password Reset, Access Control and
Emergency User Support. It is a SAP-certified application with more than 100 installations worldwide. Your
organization can implement either the entire
ComplianceNow Suite or a subset of the components.
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